TEDxMSIT
Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Technology successfully conducted its first ever TEDx event in the
college. Weeks long fervour came to a monumental end with the successful conductance of

TEDxMSIT on 21st
October. A galaxy of speakers descended on the campus of Surajmal to be part
of the event. Some the speakers who graced the occasion were Shri Abhayanand (former
DGP,Bihar and Cofounder of Super30), Mr. Srijan Mahajan (lead drummer at PrikramaThe Indian
Rock Band), Ms. Leena Bansal(Globe Trotter), Chad R.Norberg(Trade and Technology unit head at
Embassy of United States of America), Guruji Syed Sallauddin Pasha(Therapeutic Theatre
producer), Dr. Seema Rao(India’s first woman commando) and Neeti Palta (Leading Female
Comedian).
The students gained oceans of immense knowledge from the various talks that were delivered on
the event. The day proved to be a new sunrise altogether creating ripples of new ideas and newer
horizons. TEDxMSIT opened some fresh doors for the students and showed them a world beyond
the everyday monotonous life. It truly solved the purpose of its very advent and resonated the
force behind all TED events, to emanate the power of ideas.
TED is a global nonprofit organisation devoted to spread ideas through short and powerful talks.
It endorses a community of individuals from various domains and cultures who tend to seek a
deeper understanding of the world. TEDx was created in the spirit of TED’s mission, ‘Ideas worth
Spreading’. With this aim in mind TEDxMSIT saw agglomeration of some brilliant minds who came
and delivered a bunch of mind boggling talks. The videos were recorded and will be hosted on the
TEDxMSIT YouTube channel which has a viewership of 2.7 million.
The event was exclusively attended by 100 selected attendees who took home with them some
beautiful memories. TEDxMSIT surely left its audience spell bound giving them an experience to
cherish for times to come.

